


revolution becomes a cartoon martyr packaged for contemporary tastes.” The 
Mercury News, in contrast, found the film to be one of MoAD’s “hidden gems.” 
When a Duke University student argued in 2014 on a course blog that the film 
oversimplified the Revolution by focusing only on Toussaint and overlook-
ing other revolutionaries, McHenry found her page and called the criticism 
unfair. He had not aimed to give a definitive history of the Revolution in fif-
teen minutes, he said, but to offer an “imaginary narrative of what Toussaint 
may have been thinking during his last moments.”28

Animating the Haitian Revolution in North America,  
from the 1970s to the #BLM Era

While the dramatic shorts we have considered so far were made in the twenty-
first century, the first—and most ambitious—short on the Revolution dates 
from 1978. Black Dawn, an eighteen-minute animated feature by Robin Lloyd 
and Doreen Kraft (white filmmakers and peace activists from the US) aimed to 
teach young people about the Revolution. Unlike Alexander’s and McHenry’s 
shorts, made with US-based casts and crews, Lloyd and Kraft produced much 
of their film in Haiti, working with Haitians. Their film was singled out by 
Arnold Antonin (the pioneering Haitian director discussed in chapter 7) as a 
rare example of serious foreign collaboration with Haitians; it reflects Haitian 
perspectives more than most other non-Haitian films on the Revolution.29

Lloyd and Kraft made the film as a labor of love, on a “shoestring” budget. 
They began with a small grant from the Vermont Council of the Arts, which 
enabled them to travel to Haiti to collaborate with Haitian artists. Because the 
film was animated, they did not need cameras or a crew; they simply bought 
paper and paint. At first, they did not even have money for an animation 
stand; after returning to Vermont, they lucked into a secondhand one from 
some Massachusetts animators who no longer needed it.30

What made Black Dawn exceptional among US films on the Revolution 
was Lloyd’s and Kraft’s eagerness to learn from Haitians. Lloyd and Kraft had 
spent time in Haiti before deciding to make Black Dawn, and had developed 
a fascination with Vodou. Having met vodouisants and acquired an admi-
ration for the religion, Lloyd and Kraft did not intend to portray Vodou as 
bizarre. Lloyd notes that two young US white women eager to make a respect-
ful film about Haitian culture, featuring Haitian perspectives, was a novelty. 
Lloyd’s fluent French also helped. She and Kraft made their way into the most 
rarefied intellectual circles in Port-au-Prince. They spent time with the poet 
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René Depestre, the pioneering journalist and filmmaker Jean Dominique, and 
Frankétienne, now considered to be Haiti’s greatest living writer. Another key 
connection was Francine Murat, director of the Haitian Centre d’Art. In the 
“Interview with the Directors” special feature on Black Dawn’s DVD, Kraft 
explained that Haitians like Dominique and Murat were “so excited that two 
American film artists were interested in really understanding what the role of 
Vodou was in the Revolution and were so respectful of their culture. . . . They 
really . . . put a lot of investment in this film.”31

Lloyd and Kraft developed Black Dawn in collaboration with their Haitian 
friends. Lloyd recalls that, in discussing what kind of Vodou-related film 
to make, Haitians kept returning to the Revolution. Ultimately, Lloyd and 
Kraft directed the film and oversaw its animation and production, but they 
entrusted the rest of the project—from scriptwriting to art and music—to 
Haitians. For the script, Lloyd and Kraft recruited an all-star team: Domi-
nique, who later became the subject of Jonathan Demme’s documentary The 
Agronomist; Frankétienne; and Franck Fouché, a Haitian playwright living 
in Montreal.32 Their Haitian friends also connected Lloyd and Kraft with the 
Haitian musicians (some living abroad) who created the soundtrack. Among 
these artists was a young Michel-Rolph Trouillot, singing with his group Tan-
bou Libète before beginning his graduate work in anthropology.33

For the film’s animation, Lloyd and Kraft commissioned work from some 
of Haiti’s most prominent painters. These included Philomé Obin, Rigaud 
Benoit, Salnave Philippe-Auguste, André Pierre, and Célestin Faustin. To 
make their paintings come alive, Lloyd and Kraft used cutout animation, 
which involved adding movable cutouts to paintings—for instance to show 
a character walking. The filmmakers also experimented with other types of 
animation. To show Boukman and others being possessed by the lwa in the 
film’s Bois Caïman scene, Lloyd and Kraft filmed Faustin dancing, projected 
his performance onto a screen, and hand-drew each frame to turn it into cel 
animation. After the artists finished their paintings, Lloyd and Kraft returned 
to Vermont to complete the film. Faustin and another artist, Dieujuste Cadet, 
returned with them and helped Lloyd, Kraft, and friends finish the film’s ani-
mation and editing.34

Black Dawn was designed to be accessible to Haitian as well as foreign audi-
ences, a delicate task under the Duvalier dictatorship. The script by Domi-
nique, Frankétienne, and the others was recorded with four different language 
tracks: English, Spanish, French, and Kreyòl. To give the film a familiar feel 
for Haitian audiences, Black Dawn took on the structure of a Kreyòl folktale; 
classic Haitian characters named Bouki and Ti Malice recount the story of the 
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Revolution. Lloyd and Kraft had to be careful in how they showed Bouki and 
Ti Malice recalling this history. Dominique told them that if they included 
the original blue and red flag of 1804, he could not participate. Duvalier had 
changed Haiti’s flag to black and red, and the original flag was considered trea-
sonous. Not wanting to endanger their Haitian colleagues, Lloyd and Kraft 
labored to create an ambiguous bluish-black for the flag. When the dictator-
ship ended and they released the film on DVD, they recolored the cel blue.35

Black Dawn begins with a “Once upon a time” opening, introducing Bouki, 
Ti Malice, and their island. The viewer learns that they are peasants who need 
to bring mangoes to market in Port-au-Prince, but they have an uncoopera-
tive donkey. The men rest under a palm tree and realize that it is Indepen-
dence Day. Ti Malice tells Bouki the “story of the beginning” of their country. 
Rather than start with French colonization or 1791, Ti Malice’s story extends 
back to Haitians’ ancestors in Africa. Ti Malice tells Bouki that their ancestors 
lived peacefully in a “rich and beautiful” land, until a man from another tribe 
“who was working for the white people who wanted to enslave the blacks” 
(4:00) began kidnapping people.

Given recent live-action depictions of the Middle Passage, it may seem 
strange to see this journey—and plantation slavery—animated. Black Dawn 
uses cutout animation for the Middle Passage scene, eschewing the explicit vio-
lence of films like Amistad or Middle Passage. Instead, Black Dawn tries to com-
municate the horrors of the journey by showing a woman below deck, sitting 
amid others with bound feet, sobbing as a mournful song plays (5:04). Once 
the Africans arrive in Haiti and are forced to labor on plantations, Black Dawn 
shows them being whipped (6:37); through cutout animation, the effect is much 
less harsh than in films like Roots (1977 and 2016) and Nate Parker’s The Birth 
of a Nation (2016), where lashings leave a trail of blood. Before dismissing these 
comparatively gentle visuals, it is important to keep a few things in mind. First, 
the film was intended for even young audiences to learn about the Revolution. 
Second, it was Haitian artists who designed these images of the Middle Pas-
sage and slavery (in the case of the former, Jacques-Richard Chery, a protégé of 
Philomé Obin).36 Third, the film’s accompanying narration—penned by Haitian 
literary giants—eloquently conveys the injustice of slavery.

Black Dawn’s adoption of Haitian perspectives on the Revolution extends 
to its discussion of the event’s origins. In contrast to the films discussed in 
chapter 1 or the documentary Égalité for All, France’s revolution is not high-
lighted; the Haitian Revolution is explained by slaves’ miserable condition as 
well as by the way Vodou helped them organize. Though the cutout anima-
tion only hints at colonial brutality, the narration powerfully condemns the 
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slave system: “It was as if the soil in which the sugar cane grew was fed by the 
blood of the slaves” (6:45). The film is also unusual in acclaiming Dessalines 
alongside Toussaint—something common in Haiti but not abroad. Among 
non-Haitians, Dessalines is often portrayed as much more savage than Tous-
saint;37 Black Dawn extols both men. The film describes Toussaint as “a great 
man” who was “strengthened by his people’s courage” and who came “out of 
the flames” to lead Haitians to independence (13:12). Dessalines is shown as 
the “hero” who fulfilled Toussaint’s prediction that the tree of liberty would 
continue to grow in Haiti even after his death.

Black Dawn also offers Haitian perspectives on Vodou. During the Middle 
Passage scenes, the narrator (in English and Kreyòl, Haitian actor Ali Maurice 
André) explains, “our people called out to their gods to help, but this was a 
time when even the gods were powerless” (4:15). The film also shows the lwa 
Erzulie Freda looking angelic as she sings a song of sorrow during the Middle 
Passage (5:22). Catholicism, in contrast, is portrayed as nefarious; once the 
Africans land in Haiti, viewers are told that they were forcibly converted and 
“forbidden to practice” their own religion (5:50).

Lloyd, Kraft, and their Haitian partners also portrayed the Bois Caïman 
ceremony more respectfully than in films such as Niang’s. Ti Malice tells 
Bouki that “one night a very special Vodou ceremony was held deep in the 
forest to invite the gods to come and help the people gather their strength to 
fight the white colonists” (9:30). The scene shows men and women engaged in 
spiritual dancing but not the violent debauchery that permeates most foreign 
depictions of the ceremony. Viewers are told that Erzulie possessed a woman 
at the ceremony, but not in a way that sounds sinister; as we hear her sing to 
beautiful guitar music, we learn that she “gave the woman the wisdom and 
strength to fight” (10:27).38

Ultimately, if the film’s animation depicted violence less explicitly than in 
non-animated films, this is precisely what enabled Black Dawn to exist. Lloyd 
has explained that one reason she and Kraft could successfully complete their 
project in the 1970s was because it was not live-action and did not literally reen-
act the violence against white enslavers that has scared off film funders. Reflect-
ing on failed Haitian Revolution projects before and after Black Dawn, Lloyd has 
mused that “it’s easier [to make a film on the Revolution] when it’s animated”; 
otherwise, the funders see the film as one “about a lot of black people killing 
white people, and that gets awkward when you’re trying to raise money.”39

More than forty years after Black Dawn, an animated short on the Revolu-
tion was made in 2017 by Black Lives Matter Toronto’s Freedom School pro-
gram, this time only for North American consumption. The Freedom School’s 
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